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Comments

nicethingyoucanthave • 16 points • 23 April, 2013 01:19 PM 

I love everything about this video. Everything.

I love that his room is filled with anime (from which he learned that women are magical beings to be worshiped)
and chibi boba fett (one of the most masculine SW characters, made "cute"). I love the way his voice cracks
when he screams "no, no, no" and I love the fact that he admits that she didn't invite him in to share the soup
(protip: she's just not that into you).

But what I love most is the ending, when he says, "I guess the moral of the story is..." and then he gets it
wrong! He actually, god help him, learned the wrong thing!

The moral of the story isn't, as he says, "don't let people take advantage of you." See, she didn't take advantage
of him. She didn't ask him to bring her soup. He did that on his own.

The moral of the story is, kindness does not lead to attraction.

It's great to be nice to people. I do it all the time. Makes me feel good. But no woman who isn't already attracted
to you is going to become attracted to you because you're showing her kindness. You've got to build attraction
first, then you have to fuck her. Then, and only then, will she think, "this guy I'm fucking is actually kind of
nice" and (maybe) "I like that."

With the popularity of this stuff on the Internet these days, how do people not already know this? My life would
be so different had I had this resource when I was his age.

[deleted] • 4 points • 23 April, 2013 02:51 PM 

Everyone is on a different path to "enlightenment" on different subjects. Even when you run into truths, it
takes a certain serendipity to be at a point in your life where you're ready to honestly consider and integrate
them.

Hoodwink • 9 points • 23 April, 2013 03:00 AM 

At least, he's thinking about why women do this. He follows the beta script we all know, and it's obviously one
of his first moments.

[deleted] • 9 points • 23 April, 2013 03:30 AM 

Someone needs to give him No More Mr. Nice Guy. Especially the people pleasing shit is a script to be
miserable.

[deleted] • 4 points • 23 April, 2013 05:04 AM 

"That's right honeybuns!"

His little "take, take, take" part sounds like something an "all about me" woman in a chick flick would say,
hahaha.

Who's willing to bet that in a few months, he'll make another video like that? He really should visit this sub.

On a sidenote, did both girls fly to Oregon?

chikinpickle8 points 23 April, 2013 06:38 AM* [recovered] 

Doctor, get this man some red pills, STAT!.
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this is a great example of alpha lays beta pays. It seems like he has some introspection, and realizes that its his
fault. Maybe not completely, but hes aware of it nonetheless. This guy is ready to be unplugged.

[deleted] • 7 points • 23 April, 2013 12:45 PM 

I don't know what gave you that idea. He places the fault with the women, he thinks that they are bad people
and that he should avoid "those types of people". He still doesn't realise that is what people are like when
you're a little bitch.

I'm already familiar with this douche, but looking through his videos you'll see he's a kid who places a lot of
stock in his intelligence, despite the fact that his view of it is highly inflated. I think he'd be a hard sell just
because the amount of fanboys he has has him cemented in his beliefs.

[deleted] • 3 points • 23 April, 2013 02:25 PM 

That he mentions the fact that his being a people pleaser and he should known better. But I didnt watch
any of his other videos.

[deleted] • 3 points • 23 April, 2013 02:41 PM 

One of his videos where he goes on this rant about how unique and special he is and how much he
has to offer the world while managing to avoid saying what any of that is gets linked to /r/cringe
pretty regularly.

[deleted] • 4 points • 23 April, 2013 04:38 PM 

I retract my original statement.

[deleted] • 4 points • 23 April, 2013 04:52 PM 

Fuck I love how secure people are on this sub. Instead of making this into an argument as it
would go on the rest of reddit you just let go. No one is trying to prove anything here.

[deleted] • 2 points • 23 April, 2013 06:13 PM 

If Im wrong I'm wrong. Being an asshole won't change a thing about it.

SpawnQuixote • 5 points • 23 April, 2013 01:49 PM 

Here's the most ironic and karmic thing about this: This fucker made a nice guys suck/friendzone video saying
that shit doesn't happen and to suck it up.

some guys will never learn and continue to crusade for their shot at the suit of armor in hopes of getting a taste
of pussy.

GrlsRCyoot • 2 points • 23 April, 2013 08:06 PM 

It's hard to whip your cock out with armor in the way.

redpillschool[M] • 5 points • 23 April, 2013 02:22 PM 

I'm going to leave this up because it's already got comments, but next time:

No Direct Video Links. There is a lot of content on the web, and some of it is in video form for sure. We don't
mind videos, however we will request that you post any video links you have in a text submission along with
your analysis. Any video-only submissions will be deleted.

http://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/1a59tv/mod_posting_rules_update_2013/
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nicethingyoucanthave • 2 points • 23 April, 2013 06:08 PM 

The next person who posts a video wont have seen this post. And the "no video" rule is unusual among
subreddits, so it's a stretch to expect people to know about it (be honest, you don't read the rules on other
subreddits that you visit).

I suggest a change to the CSS if possible so that this rule is placed on the post submission page.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 April, 2013 09:20 PM 

He actually is very close to figuring is all out :D http://youtu.be/FU40XyNmplY?t=8m10s
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